Let R be a commutative ring with identity, let a be a nonzero element in R. In this article we define the quotient ring R Sa = {x/y : x εR and y εS a }and the multiplicative closed set S a of the ring R where S a ={a ′ εR:aa ′ =a}, we prove the following result among others, : if R is a commutative ring with identity, a is a nonzero element of R the principal ideal <a> is S 1 ideal of the ring R if and only if <a/a′> is S 1 ideal of R Sa [x].
Introduction
Let R be a commutative ring with identity, let a be a nonzero element of R as in [1] , the principal ideal I=<a> is called flat ideal if, and only if the following holds: If ab = 0 bεR (1) There exists a′εR such that: a = aa′ and a′b = 0
Let R be a commutative ring with identity, let a be a nonzero element of R, as in [2] the principal ideal I =<a> of R is called S 1 [2] (7) R Sa = {x/y : xεR, yεS a } (8) R Sa [x] : The ring of polynomial over R Sa in the indeterminate x. [3] (9)
Main Results
In this section we state down the following results:
Theorem (1): Let R be a commutative ring with identity, let a be a nonzero element of R. The principal ideal <a> is flat ideal of the ring R if, and only if <a∕a 
Theorem (4):
Let R be a commutative ring with identity, let a be a nonzero element of R. The principal ideal <a/a′> is S 2 ideal of R sa if, and only if <a/a′> is S 2 ideal of the ring R Sa [x] .
Corollary (3):
Let R be a commutative ring with identity, let a be a nonzero element of R.The principal ideal <a> is S 2 ideal of the ring R if, and only if <a∕a ′ > is S 2 ideal of the ring R Sa [X] In this section we prove our main results.
Proof of Theorem (1):
Assume first that <a> is flat ideal of the ring R, to show that <a∕a 
Proof of corollary (1):
The proof comes direct from theorem (1) and theorem (2) .
Proof of theorem (3):
Assume that <a∕a 
Proof of corollary (2)
Let R be a commutative ring with identity, let a be a nonzero element of R. W e proved in [1] theorem (4) that <a> is S 1 ideal of R if, and only if <a/a′> is S 1 ideal of Rs a , direct with theorem(3) we get the result.
Proof of theorem (4)
